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PAHs are hydrophobic organic pollutants containing two or 
more fused benzene rings. They have been identified as prior-
ity pollutants by the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency1. PAHs can be produced by incomplete combustion of car-
bonaceous materials and release of petroleum products2; release 
of PAHs into the environment is thus viewed as unavoidable. The 
semivolatile and persistent properties of PAHs enhance their dis-
semination in the environment and widespread occurrences of 
PAHs in air, surface water, soils, sediments and biota have been 
documented3–8. The intertidal zone, as the intersection of terrestrial 
and marine environments, has important hydrological and ecologi-
cal functions9,10. The typical ecosystem of the intertidal zone is frag-
ile and easily affected by human activities11,12. Industrialization and 
urbanization have resulted in the discharge of large amounts of con-
taminants into intertidal zones during the past few decades. PAHs 
are highly likely to be deposited in intertidal sediments due to their 
high hydrophobicity.

National and global atmospheric PAH emissions can be esti-
mated from fuel consumption data13–15. Burning of biomass and 
domestic coal are the dominant sources of PAH emissions in China, 
where emissions are higher during winter14,15. Many factors influ-
ence the distribution of PAHs in intertidal sediments, including 
surface runoff, atmospheric deposition, ocean source (that is, PAHs 
can be sourced from the ocean, such as the release of petroleum 
products from maritime traffic) and water–sediment interactions. 

However, little is known about how these factors influence the 
distribution of PAHs in the intertidal environment. As anthropo-
genic pollutants with differences in distribution and composition 
depending on the type and intensity of the source, PAHs are poten-
tial geochemical indicators for assessing human influence within a 
specific environmental medium16,17. Recent studies have shown sea-
sonal variations in concentrations of PAHs in surface waters in the 
East China Sea and Yellow Sea18, and in intertidal sediments at most 
sampling sites19. Moreover, sediment properties such as TOC and 
clay content have been reported to correlate with PAH concentra-
tions in intertidal zones20 but not in soils21,22. Therefore, it is criti-
cal to explore how and to what extent various anthropogenic and/
or geological factors affect the distribution of PAHs in the inter-
tidal environment. This will not only help to identify the effects of 
human activities on the distribution of PAHs, but will also support 
the development of prediction models for deposition of PAHs in 
sediments from intertidal zones and elsewhere.

A key element of predicting concentrations of pollutants from 
human activities is an understanding of how and to what extent 
anthropogenic factors influence the distribution of the pollutants in 
the intertidal environment, which remains largely unknown. In this 
study, we used samples from more than 150 sites in 14 intertidal zones 
along the coastline of China (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1).  
Sediments were sampled during both wet and dry seasons.  
The large variations in climate (temperature and rainfall) and 
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anthropogenic factors (socio-economic parameters) provided an 
opportunity to investigate how diverse factors influence distribu-
tion of PAHs in intertidal zones (Supplementary Table 2). Structure 
equation model (SEM) analysis was used to further resolve the 
direct and indirect effects of the various factors (anthropogenic fac-
tors, TOC and climate factors) on PAH profiles in intertidal sedi-
ments. This study fills an important knowledge gap by identifying 
the distribution patterns of PAHs in the intertidal environment on 
a continental scale and exploring the associations of PAHs in sedi-
ments with human activities. Overall, our results show spatial varia-
tions in the distribution and composition of PAHs in the intertidal 
zones, which reflect levels of urbanization and industrialization in 
the studied regions.

results
This section summarizes the PAH distribution patterns in the inter-
tidal sediments, the key factors that influence them, and consider-
ations about the use of diagnostic ratios for source attribution.

PAH distribution patterns in the intertidal sediments. The total 
amount of 15 PAH congeners (Σ15PAHs) in the sediments of the 
14 intertidal zones from north to south China ranged from 2.3 to 
1,031.7 ng g−1 sediment (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary 
Table 3) and from 2.4 to 233.5 μg g−1 TOC (Fig. 1). Divergent spatial 
variations were found for PAH concentrations and TOC-normalized 
PAHs concentrations, with sediments collected from EC-JLJ and 

SC-ZJ containing the highest non-normalized and TOC-normalized 
PAH concentrations, respectively. The highly hydrophopic nature  
of PAHs and the high TOC in sediment from EC-JLJ resulted in high 
PAH concentrations at this site. When normalized by TOC content, 
the PAH concentration was largely dependent on the input of PAHs. 
This was verified by the strong positive correlation of TOC with 
PAH concentrations (Supplementary Fig. 2), and the agreement 
of TOC-normalized PAH concentrations with the regional eco-
nomic parameter gross domestic product (r = 0.42, P < 0.01; Fig. 1).  
Notably, TOC-normalized PAH concentrations showed divergent 
correlations with the TOC (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 4): 
TOC-normalized concentrations of 3-ring (LMW) PAHs decreased 
with increasing TOC (r = −0.18, P < 0.01), whereas those of 4- to 
6-ring (HMW) PAHs increased with TOC (r = 0.41, P < 0.01).

No obvious temporal variations were found in non-normalized 
and TOC-normalized Σ15PAHs in the intertidal sediments  
(Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1), with the exception of sedi-
ments from NC-HG, EC-SSLW and EC-YC, in which samples from 
the wet season contained higher concentrations of Σ15PAHs and 
TOC-normalized 3-ring PAHs (P < 0.05). As TOC-normalized con-
centrations of 3-ring PAHs correlated with rainfall on a continental 
scale (r = 0.25, P < 0.01; Supplementary Table 4), the above results 
indicate that although PAH emissions in China are markedly higher 
in winter than in summer14, other factors, such as higher rainfall in 
the wet season, could cause large inputs of PAHs into the intertidal 
zones through atmospheric deposition.
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Fig. 1 | Sampling sites and PaH concentrations. a, Sampling sites spanning over all coastal provinces and municipalities in China (see Supplementary 
Table 1 for detailed information of the abbreviations of sampling sites). b,c, Total PAH concentrations in samples of intertidal sediments from different sites 
and the corresponding gross domestic product (GDP) in dry (b) and wet (c) seasons. The data for the map shown in a are from http://www.resdc.cn/. In 
box plots (b,c), the centre line represents the median PAH concentration; red dots represent the mean; box edges indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles; 
whiskers extend to data points not considered outliers; outliers are plotted using the ‘•’ symbol. Different letters (A, B, C, D, E, F) represent differences are 
significant at P < 0.05.
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Spatiotemporal variations were found in the compositions 
of PAH compounds in the sediments (Supplementary Fig. 3 
and Supplementary Tables 3 and 5), with higher ratios of 3-ring 
PAHs observed in sediments from NC-BDH, EC-SSLW, SC-YLW 
and EC-YC, and the highest ratios of 4- to 6-ring PAHs found in 
samples from NEC-DLH, NC-HG, EC-DGH, EC-CJ, EC-HZW 
and EC-JLJ. In most intertidal zones, although the mean ratios 
of 4- to 6-ring PAHs were somewhat higher in the dry season 
than in the wet season, this trend was not significant (P > 0.05). 
This was further validated by principal component analysis 
(PCA) (Supplementary Fig. 4). No obvious separated clusters 
were observed among the different seasons (Supplementary  
Fig. 4a) and different tide levels (Supplementary Fig. 4b), but spa-
tial variations in PAH concentrations levels were found among 
different intertidal zones; EC-JLJ, NEC-DLH, NC-HG, EC-DGH, 
EC-HZW and EC-CJ clustered together and were separated from 
the other intertidal zones (Supplementary Fig. 4c). 3-ring PAHs, 
including phenanthrene (Phe), fluorene (Flu), acenaphthene (Ace), 
acenaphthylene (Acy) and anthracene (Ant) drove the separation 
from the clustered intertidal zones. Of note, 4-ring PAHs includ-
ing fluoranthene (Fla), pyrene (Pyr), benzo[a]anthracene (BaA) 
and chrysene (Chr) drove the separation of EC-JLJ, NEC-DLH 
and NC-HG from the other intertidal zones, whereas 5- and 6-ring 
PAHs drove the separation of EC-HZW and EC-CJ from the other 
zones. Comparison of concentrations and compositions of PAHs 
with those reported previously is shown in detail in Supplementary 
Table 3 and discussed in Supplementary Discussion. Notably, the 
intertidal flat surface sediments of the Yangtze estuary in 200023 
and Jiulong River estuary in 199924 exhibited different PAH com-
positions compared with the corresponding EC-CJ and EC-JLJ in 
the present study, with 2- to 3-ring PAHs and 5-ring PAHs pre-
dominant, respectively, indicating that the sources of PAHs in 
these areas have probably changed.

PAH sources and considerations regarding diagnostic ratio. 
Although molecular diagnostic ratios including Fla/(Fla + Pyr), 
BaA/(BaA + Chr), Ant/(Phe + Ant) and Ind/(Ind + BghiP) have 
been widely used for identifying and assessing the origin of PAHs25,26, 
it has been argued that these ratios could be altered due to differ-
ences in the fate of PAHs in the complex environment, resulting in 
substantial changes in diagnostic ratios between source emission 
and environmental sample27,28. As higher values of these diagnostic 
ratios indicate larger contributions from pyrogenic sources, includ-
ing combustion of coal and biomass, the present study provides us 
an opportunity to assess the diagnostic ratios on a continental scale 
by evaluating their relationships with coal and oil consumption. 
Although the ratios (mean ± s.d.) of Fla/(Fla + Pyr) = 0.55 ± 0.07, 
BaA/(BaA + Chr) = 0.36 ± 0.07, Ant/(Phe + Ant) = 0.13 ± 0.05 and 
Ind/(Ind + BghiP) = 0.49 ± 0.11 across all sites suggest that the PAHs 
originated mainly from combustion of coal, biomass and liquid fuel 
(Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 6), significant 
and negative correlations were observed between Fla/(Fla + Pyr) 
and Ant/(Phe + Ant), coal consumption, oil consumption, respec-
tively (P < 0.05) (Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 7).  
The negative correlations of Fla/(Fla + Pyr) with coal consump-
tion, the wide range of diagnostic ratios in the same intertidal zone 
(Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 6) and the incon-
sistency of the trend in diagnostic ratios (Fig. 3 and Supplementary 
Fig. 6) indicate that diagnostic ratios may have been altered sub-
stantially in the sediment, giving rise to concern about the use of 
diagnostic ratios to identify sources. Of note, Ant/(Phe+Ant) was 
positively correlated with both coal consumption and oil consump-
tion (P < 0.01), in particular for sediments from sites in northern 
China, where Ant/(Phe + Ant) showed good agreement with energy 
consumption (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 7). These results sug-
gest that Ant/(Phe + Ant) in intertidal sediments reliably reflect the 
consumption of coal and oil in north China, which is consistent 
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Fig. 2 | relationships between PaH concentrations and tOC. a–d, Spearman correlations between TOC-normalized concentrations of 3-ring (a), 4-ring 
(b), 5-ring (c) and 6-ring PAHs (d) and TOC in intertidal sediments.
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with the findings of Zhang et al.27 showing that among the PAHs, 
the receptor-to-source ratios of Ant and Phe are most similar in sed-
iment27. Nevertheless, the significant and positive correlation with 
TOC in some intertidal zones (P < 0.05; Supplementary Table 8)  
and on a continental level (r = 0.65, P < 0.01; Supplementary  
Table 7) suggest a high probability that Ant/(Phe + Ant) was altered 
from the ratio at the source. Since Ant and Phe have similar octa-
nol–water partition coefficient (log Kow) values, the positive corre-
lation with TOC was probably due to the shorter biodegradation 
half-life of Phe (63.8 d) compared with Ant (107 d) (https://comp-
tox.epa.gov/dashboard), and high TOC usually indicates abundant 
microorganisms, which could result in faster elimination of Phe and 
thus higher values of Ant/(Phe + Ant). Similarly, the negative cor-
relation between Fla/(Fla + Pyr) and TOC in most intertidal zones 
(Supplementary Table 8) and on a continental level (r = −0.29, 
P < 0.01; Supplementary Table 7) could be explained by the shorter 
biodegradation half-life of Fla (163 d) than Pyr (255 d) (https://
comptox.epa.gov/dashboard). Thus, the above results provide evi-
dence that the diagnostic ratios were probably altered during trans-
port and sedimentation, particularly in sediments with higher TOC.

PCA coupled with multilinear regression analysis (PCA–MLR) 
was further used to investigate the source of PAHs. On the basis 
of results from previous studies15,29–32, PCA–MLR of our results 
indicated PAH contributions of 40.2% from combustion of coal, 
biomass and fossil fuels, 33.8% from combustion of coal and bio-
mass and 26.0% from mixed sources of petrogenic PAHs and petro-
leum combustion (Supplementary Tables 9–11; see Supplementary 
Information for detailed discussion). These results are consistent 

with statistical data of energy consumption in China showing that 
consumption of coal and oil account for 38.9–88.5% and 7.0–34.4% 
of the total energy consumption in the studied area, respectively 
(Supplementary Table 2), and that biomass such as straw and fire-
wood are widely used in rural areas14.

Factors influencing PAHs patterns in intertidal zones. The strong 
correlation between PAHs and sediment physicochemical proper-
ties (TOC and content of clay, silt and sand) on a continental scale, 
and in particular the stronger positive correlation between PAHs 
and TOC in sediment from intertidal zones (Supplementary Fig. 2 
and Supplementary Table 12) are understandable since TOC and 
fine grain sizes provide adsorption surfaces for PAHs. Interestingly, 
despite the unknown pollution sources and complex hydraulic condi-
tions in the intertidal zones at different sampling sites, TOC showed 
positive correlations with PAHs for about half of the intertidal zones 
(Supplementary Table 8), indicating the possibility of redistribu-
tion of PAHs at these sites. However, previous studies on PAHs in 
Chinese and British soils found no correlations between soil organic 
matter and total or heavy PAH concentrations21,22. These results 
suggested that diverse factors influence the distribution of PAHs in 
inland soils and sediment in intertidal zones. Intertidal zones are at 
the intersection of marine and terrestrial environments, and receive 
PAHs from multiple sources including riverine input, surface runoff, 
atmospheric deposition and ocean currents, and deposit PAHs after 
substantial hydrological processes. Under complex conditions such 
as those described above, sediment properties, particularly TOC, 
determine its capacity to adsorb and deposit PAHs. Therefore, given 
the large variations in TOC (0.01–2.59%) in our sediment samples, 
TOC-normalized PAH concentrations were considered.

To investigate the factors influencing the spatiotemporal distri-
bution patterns of TOC-normalized PAHs in intertidal zones, SEMs 
encompassing 34 anthropogenic and climatic parameters (tem-
perature and rainfall) were used. The 34 anthropogenic parameters 
were grouped into six categories using PCA; the categories included 
population size and economic development, industrial structure 
and air quality, urbanization, waste gas emissions, per capita oil 
consumption and use of traditional energy sources (coal and oil) 
(Supplementary Table 13). The SEMs produced divergent results for 
TOC-normalized HMW and LMW PAHs (Fig. 4). Population size 
and economic development (λ = 0.35, P < 0.001), industrial structure 
and air quality (λ = 0.10, P < 0.05), urbanization (λ = 0.18, P < 0.001), 
waste gas emissions (λ = 0.27, P < 0.001), per capita oil consump-
tion (λ = 0.25, P < 0.001), traditional energy source ratio (λ = 0.29, 
P < 0.001) and TOC (λ = 0.21, P < 0.001) had positive effects on 
TOC-normalized HMW PAHs, whereas traditional energy source 
ratio (λ = 0.12, P < 0.05), urbanization (λ = −0.40, P < 0.001) and 
TOC (λ = −0.17, P < 0.001) had direct effects on TOC-normalized 
LMW PAHs. Since urbanization can positively influence TOC, it 
also indirectly influenced HMW PAHs (λ = 0.03) and LMW PAHs 
(λ = −0.03). Notably, despite the influence of population size and 
economic development on TOC-normalized HMW PAH con-
centration, they had no effects on TOC-normalized LMW PAHs. 
Urbanization was the dominant factor for TOC-normalized LMW 
PAHs. Climate factors had no direct effects on TOC-normalized 
HMW or LMW PAHs, but showed indirect effects via waste gas 
emissions or traditional energy source ratio, which was reflected 
in negative correlations between these two factors and climate fac-
tors (temperature and rainfall) (P < 0.05; Supplementary Table 14). 
Waste gas emissions and traditional energy source ratio were higher 
in north China and during the dry season (in 2014), compared with 
south China and the wet season (in 2015) (Supplementary Table 2).

While parameters related to maritime traffic had the high-
est loadings for the population size and economic development 
(Supplementary Table 13), the dominant and positive effect of 
population size and economic development on TOC-normalized 
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Fig. 3 | Distribution of molecular diagnostic ratios and energy 
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HMW PAH concentrations implied that increased PAH emissions 
from both terrestrial sources and maritime traffic made important 
contributions to the deposition of HMW PAHs in intertidal zones 
with large population sizes and economic development. Notably, air 
quality parameters were clustered with industrial structure rather 
than waste gas emissions (Supplementary Table 13), indicating the 
key role of industrial structure in determining air quality; a high 
ratio of heavy industry results in increases in parameters describ-
ing poor air quality, such as concentrations of particulates less 
than 10 μm (PM10) or 2.5 μm (PM2.5) in size, and increased depo-
sition of HMW PAHs in intertidal sediments. These results indi-
cate that optimization of industry structure may be an efficient way 
to improve air quality and reduce emissions of HMW PAHs. The 
effects of coal and oil use on TOC-normalized HMW and LMW 
PAHs indicates that decreasing the consumption of these fuels can 
reduce PAH pollution.

The divergent effects of TOC on TOC-normalized HMW 
and LMW PAHs indicates that higher TOC results in increased 
deposition of HMW PAHs and decreased deposition of LMW 

PAHs. This is reflected by the positive correlation of TOC with 
TOC-normalized HMW PAHs (P < 0.01) and the negative correla-
tion with TOC-normalized LMW PAHs (P < 0.01) (Supplementary 
Table 4). LMW PAHs have a lower octanol–water partition coef-
ficient and higher volatility compared with HMW PAHs. The 
positive correlations of rainfall with TOC-normalized LMW 
PAHs (Supplementary Table 4) further suggest that wet deposition 
through rainfall is an important source of LMW PAHs. Urbanization 
was positively correlated with all PAHs (Supplementary Table 15), 
but higher urbanization rate resulted in higher TOC-normalized 
HMW PAH concentrations and lower TOC-normalized LMW 
PAH concentrations (Fig. 4). This could be explained by the higher 
input of TOC and optimized techniques to reduce the emission of 
LMW PAHs in areas with higher urbanization rate13. The nega-
tive effects on LMW PAHs were verified by the negative correla-
tion between TOC-normalized LMW PAHs and urbanization 
(Supplementary Table 4).

The parameters describing air quality and waste gas emissions 
were based on regional data, whereas the other anthropogenic 
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concentrations. a,b, Numbers adjacent to the arrows are path coefficients and indicative of the effect size of the relationship. Width of solid lines indicates 
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parameters were localized to the river basins. The effects of these 
anthropogenic factors on PAH profiles suggest that rivers are an 
important source of PAH deposition in the intertidal zones, par-
ticularly for HMW PAHs. Notably, although we have observed sea-
sonal variations of PAHs in surface water18 and intertidal sediment19 
at most sampling sites in previous studies, we did not observe sea-
sonal variations in PAHs in this study (Fig. 1 and Supplementary 
Fig. 1) and the direct effect of climate factors on PAH profiles 
was not significant (P > 0.05; Fig. 4). These results indicate that 
while PAH emissions were higher in winter14, improvements in 
industry structure, energy consumption ratio and wet deposition 
through rainfall in the wet season (in 2015) may have obscured any  
seasonal variations.

Discussion
The intertidal zone, a space that has frequently been overlooked 
by land and ocean scientists, is a very important transitional zone 
between land and ocean, with a high intensity of human activity. This 
study attempts to disentangle the factors influencing PAH profiles 
in intertidal sediments on a continental scale. Deposition of PAHs 
in intertidal sediments, resulting from economic development and 
traditional energy source consumption, merit increased attention. 
We have shown that economic activity, energy consumption, the 
ratio of heavy industry, urbanization rate, waste gas emissions, per 
capita oil consumption and traditional energy source ratio directly 
and indirectly result in increases in TOC-normalized HMW PAHs 
(Fig. 4). Increased urbanization is accompanied by increased TOC 
content in intertidal sediment across the continent, corroborat-
ing the enhanced deposition of HMW PAHs in highly urbanized 
regions. By contrast, TOC-normalized LMW PAH concentrations 
were higher in areas with less urbanization and lower TOC con-
tent, despite the positive effect of traditional energy consumption 
ratio, providing clear evidence for the divergent distribution pat-
terns of TOC-normalized HMW and LMW PAH concentrations. 
Furthermore, despite higher emission of PAHs into the atmosphere 
during the dry season14, increases in economic activity, energy 
consumption, urbanization rate and per capita oil consumption 
led to higher PAHs input during the wet season (in 2015), which 
obscured the temporal variations in PAHs. The number of inter-
tidal zones selected for this study was limited due to the muddy 
environment and difficulty of sampling, and future extension of the 
spatial distribution of sampling sites will enable more comprehen-
sive insights. Nevertheless, the 14 intertidal zones examined here 
include sites in all 11 Chinese coastal provinces and municipalities 
across more than 4,500 km of coastline, and the large variations in 
terms of climate (temperature and rainfall), geographical location 
and socio-economic development status enabled anthropogenic 
parameters to be linked to spatial variations in PAHs (Fig. 1 and 
Supplementary Table 2). Our findings provide information about 
how diverse factors influence the distribution of PAHs in inter-
tidal zones. Collectively, this study provides insights into the roles 
of sediment properties, human activities and climate factors in the 
spatiotemporal distribution of PAHs in intertidal sediments on a 
continental scale, and advances our understanding of the mecha-
nisms that drive PAH distribution patterns. We have shown that 
the distribution of PAHs—and particularly that of HMW PAHs—
can reflect the regional development status, with implications for 
prediction and risk assessment in relation to PAH accumulation in 
other intertidal regions.

Methods
Sampling in intertidal zones. Surface sediments (depth 0–5 cm) were taken 
from 14 intertidal zones in the dry season (September 2014 to February 2015) 
and the wet season (July to September 2015), across all 11 coastal provinces and 
municipalities in China (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Table 1). For each intertidal 
zone, three to five transects perpendicular to the coastline were selected, and low, 
middle and high tides were generally set for each transect. A total of 315 samples 

were obtained for dry and wet seasons. Sediment samples were transported on dry 
ice, freeze-dried and stored at −20 oC until further analysis. Extraction and analysis 
of PAHs is described in detail in the Supplementary Methods.

Quality assurance and quality control. All PAHs were analysed in selected 
reaction monitoring (SRM) mode, using the two highest characteristic precursor 
ion–product ion transition pairs (Supplementary Table 16). Surrogate standards 
were added to all samples before extraction to monitor method performance. A 
procedural blank, a spiked blank, a matrix spike and a duplicate were run for each 
batch of samples to assess potential sample contamination and reliability of the 
data. Calibration was done by analysing a standard solution to ensure that the 
deviation of the measured concentrations was within 20% of the initial calibration 
values. The respective spike recoveries for PAHs in sediment samples are shown in 
Supplementary Table 16. The method detection limits for the analysed PAHs were 
between 0.01 and 1.0 ng g−1 (Supplementary Table 16). Because of the potential 
evaporative losses and high levels detected in blank samples during the chemical 
analysis, naphthalene was excluded from further considerations. Concentrations of 
PAHs were not corrected against the recovery of surrogates. Non-normalized and 
TOC-normalized PAH concentrations were reported as ng g−1 dry weight  
and μg g−1 TOC, respectively. Total concentrations of 15 PAH congeners were 
expressed as Σ15PAHs.

Environmental factors and anthropogenic factors. TOC was measured 
with an elemental analyser (Micro Club Elementar). Particle-size distribution 
of the sediment was analysed using a laser diffraction particle-size analyser 
(Mastersizer 3000). Thirty-four anthropogenic parameters and climatic parameters 
(temperature and rainfall) were collected or estimated from governmental 
statistical yearbooks (Supplementary Table 2).

Statistical analysis. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), two-tailed Spearman 
correlations and PCA–MLR were performed using SPSS 18.0. Since 261 samples 
analysed for TOC were in the appropriate range, statistical analyses were generally 
based on these 261 samples.

SEM was used to quantify the direct and indirect effects of the multiple 
drivers on TOC-normalized PAHs. Dimension-reduction analysis was commonly 
used to avoid redundancy among highly correlated variables and refine the 
main dimensions of variations for further modelling33,34. Factor analysis was 
used to reveal the relationships underlying the multiple variables in this study. 
Six main components were extracted from 34 anthropogenic parameters with 
eigenvalues of 10.8, 9.5, 3.3, 2.8, 2.8 and 1.5; they accounted for 31.7%, 28.0%, 
9.6%, 8.3%, 8.1% and 4.4% of the variation, respectively. On the basis of the 
loadings of the parameters (Supplementary Table 13), the six main components 
were population size and economic development, industrial structure and air 
quality, urbanization, waste gas emissions, per capita oil consumption and 
traditional energy source ratio. Two components with eigenvalues above unity 
were extracted from the 15 TOC-normalized PAHs, accounting for 83.5% of the 
total variation (Supplementary Table 17). The first component was HMW PAHs, 
with high loadings >0.8 for 4- to 6-ring PAHs and 0.66 for Ant. The second 
component was represented by 3-ring PAHs, and was identified as LMW PAHs. 
We then proposed a priori conceptual SEMs depicting the direct and indirect 
effects of TOC, climate factors, the population size and economic development, 
industrial structure and air quality, urbanization, waste gas emissions, per capita oil 
consumption and traditional energy source ratio on profiles of HMW and LMW 
PAHs (Supplementary Fig. 7). Specifically, we hypothesized that: (1) TOC could 
directly affect the PAH profiles; (2) since the anthropogenic parameters were on 
an annual basis, the SEM was developed with potential flows of causality from 
climate factors to all anthropogenic factors to indicate their spatial and annual 
variations, considering the higher temperature and rainfall in south China and 
the wet season (Supplementary Table 2). Moreover, climate factors could directly 
influence the patterns of PAHs through deposition. They could also indirectly 
affect PAH profiles by altering TOC and affecting anthropogenic parameters; 
and (3) for anthropogenic factors, population size and economic development 
and urbanization could directly and indirectly influence PAH profiles by causing 
emission of more PAHs into the environment, altering TOC content and affecting 
PAH profiles, while industrial structure and air quality, waste gas emissions, per 
capita oil consumption and traditional energy source ratio could directly influence 
PAH profiles. Bivariate correlation and factor analysis were performed using 
SPSS 18.0 and the SEM construction using maximum-likelihood estimation was 
performed with AMOS 21 (SPSS).

The overall goodness of fit for SEM was generally tested using multiple criteria: 
χ2-test (the model has a good fit when 0 ≤ χ2 ≤ 2 and 0.05 < P ≤ 1.00), the root mean 
square error of approximation (0 ≤ RMSEA ≤ 0.05), and a high goodness-of-fit 
index (GFI > 0.90). With a good fit, the influence of one variable on another was 
calculated by summing all direct and indirect pathways between them and the 
effect is analogous to the bivariate correlation coefficient between the  
two variables35.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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Data availability
The data supporting the findings of this study are summarized in the 
Supplementary Information, and any other data analysed in the current study are 
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Study description To investigate how and to what extent anthropogenic factors influence PAHs distribution in the intertidal environment, the USEPA 
priority PAHs in sediments collected from 14 intertidal zones over 4500 km of Chinese coastlines, across all 11 coastal provinces and 
municipalities in China were measured, and a model disentangling the direct and indirect effects of various factors (anthropogenic 
factors, total organic carbon (TOC) content and climate factors) on profiles of PAHs in intertidal sediment was constructed.

Research sample 315 samples were obtained for dry and wet seasons. The sampling sites, spanning over all Chinese coastal provinces and 
municipalities, exhibit large variations in climate (temperature and rainfall) and anthropogenic factors (socio-economic parameters), 
which provides us a unique opportunity to investigate how diverse factors influence distribution of PAHs in intertidal zones.

Sampling strategy 14 intertidal zones were designed and chosen based on principles that they are distributed as evenly as possible and cover all coastal 
provinces and municipalities from about 41 degrees and 20 degrees north latitude spanning over 4500 km of Chinese coastlines. For 
each intertidal zone, based on the size of the intertidal zone, 3-5 transects perpendicular to the coast line were chosen and low, 
middle and high tides were usually set for each transect. The sampling sites were uniformly distributed in each intertidal zone to 
make them representative.

Data collection Several institutes and universities were engaged in sampling and data collection using GPS and other in situ measurement devices. 
Concentrations of the 16 USEPA priority PAHs were measured by a Thermo Trace 1300 gas chromatography/TSQ 8000 EVO triple 
quadrupole mass detector system (GC-MS/MS) in SRM mode with an electron ionization (EI) ion source, using the two highest 
characteristic precursor ion/product ion transition pairs. Total organic carbon (TOC) content was measured with an elemental 
analyzer (Micro club Elementar, Germany). Particle size distribution of the sediment was analyzed using a laser diffraction particle 
size analyzer (Mastersizer 3000, UK). Anthropogenic parameters and climatic parameters (temperature and rainfall) were collected 
or estimated from governmental statistical yearbooks.

Timing and spatial scale During 2014-2015, surface sediments were taken from 14 intertidal zones across 11 Chinese provinces and municipalities in dry 
(September in 2014 to February in 2015) and wet seasons (July to September in 2015). 

Data exclusions For statistical analysis, samples which were mainly sand were excluded to avoid the deviations caused by the measurement of total 
organic carbon (TOC) content. Statistical analysis was generally based on 261 samples.

Reproducibility The pretreatment and analysis procedures including  accelerated solvent extraction, cleaning up using alumina/silica column and GC-
MS/MS analysis were well established, extensively used and showed good reproducibilities. All attempts to repeat the experiment 
were successful.

Randomization When pretreating and analyzing the samples, a procedural blank, a spiked blank, a matrix spike and a duplicate were conducted for 
each batch of samples to make sure data reliable, and the samples for each batch were allocated randomly.

Blinding Since the experimental object of this study was sediment, it seemed blinding was not relevant to this study.

Did the study involve field work? Yes No

Field work, collection and transport
Field conditions Surface sediments were sampled from 14 intertidal zones in  both dry and wet seasons. The temperature and rainfall were in the 

range of 6.9-29 °C and 14.2-424.5 mm, respectively, with detailed information listed in Supplementary Table 2.

Location The sampling was conducted by taking surface sediment from 14 intertidal zones over 4500 km of Chinese coastlines, with 
latitude ranging from 19.998 to 40.610 and longitude ranging from 109.747 to 122.190, and detailed information can be found in 
the manuscript.

Access and import/export The sampling was conducted in compliance with the local and national laws, with introduction letter from the institute and 
permissions of the local Management Agencies.

Disturbance This study sampled surface sediment during the low tide period. On the same day, when the high tide passed, the sites will soon 
get back to their original. Almost no disturbance was caused by this study.
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We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 
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